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Tuesday, April 11. 2006

PS.
I should have put somewhere in that last post that my boyfriend does NOT agree in any way with the ways animals
are treated by the meat industry. He's also always been REALLY supportive of my veganish-ism, and when his family
takes us out to dinner he always checks the menu before to make sure I'll be able to eat something. Someone sent me
a comment and said that he was wrong about rights being only a human construction. I'm not going to outline the details
of our discussion, and besides, he's the philosophy major, not me. But I have to say that I agree with my BF on this one.
I believe that humans ought to treat animals well becuase it is the correct thing to do. Anyway.Here is something I'm
working on very sporadically, and this picture was taken before I ripped it out and started over on size 2 instead of size
1. But these are the Northern Lights Mittens, in my own interpretation of the colors. Green, more green, purples and
some red. I haven't gotten too far on the new version because I've not had much time for knitting this past week.
Tonight I will, and will have to decide what to work on. I am a bit obsessed with colorwork right now.

Posted by Mia in Knitting, Ramblings at 06:39
ack!
I'm behind - which isn't new. What is new is that I got home and saw that my invite to meet up at the Harlot's talk in Grafton
BOUNCED BACK and never got delivered due to some error (insert long number here). I don't know if it's on my end or yours, but I
looked for you last night!
I don't have a spring break but will be around that area again - I will try emailing you again. (and hope that it works.)
The mittens look great - my colorwork is still too tight and I wind up ripping.
Anonymous on Apr 23 2006, 00:33
It's too bad that you had to rip out because the stranding looks so darn nice!
Anonymous on Apr 28 2006, 08:48
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